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Abstract : Steganography has found wider usage in the last decade. One of the basic image steganographic 
methods is Least Significant Bit method. In this method the least significant bit of image pixel can be 
conveniently altered to hide a secret message.  LSB steganography technique is one of the most widely used 
and familiar technique.  In general Steganographic schemes   the information is embedded as chosen by the 
pseudo random number generator. But in adaptive scheme of steganography the nature of the region to be 
embedded that is either the region is sharp or smooth is taken into consideration. In Sharp areas more 
amount of information can be embedded while smooth areas can hide less amount of data.  

                   In this paper, focused on identifying the sharp regions and using them adaptively of data hiding. 
This proposed method has been compared with other methods such as PVD method, LSB matching method 
etc. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme produces quality stego-images.  
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1. Introduction 
 
STEGANOGRAPHY is a technique for information hiding. It 
aims to embed secret data into a digital cover media, such as 
digital audio, image, video, etc., without being suspicious. On 
the other side, steganalysis aims to expose the presence of 
hidden secret messages in those stego media. If there exists 
a steganalytic algorithm which can guess whether a given 
media is a cover or not with a higher probability than random 
guessing, the steganographic system is considered broken. 
Undetectability and embedding capacity should be carefully 
considered when designing a steganographic algorithm. 
Usually, the larger payload embedded in a cover, the more 
detectable artifacts would be introduced into the stego. In 
many applications, the most important requirement for 
steganography is undetectability, which means that the stegos 
should be visually and statistically similar to the covers while 
keeping the embedding rate as high as possible. In this paper, 
we consider digital images as covers and investigate an 
adaptive and secure data hiding scheme in the spatial least-
significant-bit (LSB) domain As a result, some structural 
asymmetry (never decreasing even pixels and increasing odd 
pixels when hiding the data) is introduced, and thus it is very 
easy to detect the existence of hidden message even at a low 

embedding rate using some reported steganalytic algorithms, 
such as the Chi-squared attack, regular/singular groups (RS) 
analysis, sample pair analysis , and the general framework for 
structural steganalysis. LSB matching (LSBM) employs a 
minor modification to LSB replacement. If the secret bit does 
not match the LSB of the cover image, then 
+1 or -1 is add randomly added to the corresponding pixel 
value. Statistically, the probability of increasing or decreasing 
for each modified pixel value is the same and so the obvious 
asymmetry artifacts introduced by LSB replacement can be 
easily avoided. Therefore, the common approaches used to 
detect LSB replacement are totally ineffective at detecting the 
LSBM. Up to now, several steganalytic algorithms have been 
proposed to analyze the LSBM scheme. In LSBM works as a 
low-pass filter on the histogram of the image, which means 
that the histogram of the stego image contains fewer high 
frequency components compared with the histogram of its 
cover.  

 
 

2. Existing Methods 
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In this section, we first give a brief overview of the typical 
LSBbased approaches including LSB replacement, LSBM, 
and LSBMR, and some adaptive schemes including the 
original PVD scheme, the improved version of PVD (IPVD), 
adaptive edges with LSB (AE-LSB), and hiding behind corners 
(HBC), and then show some image examples to expose the 

limitations of these existing schemes. Finally we 

propose some strategies to overcome these limitations. 

In the LSB replacement and LSBM approaches, the 

embedding process is very similar. Given a secret bit 

stream to be embedded, a traveling order in the cover 

image is first generated by a PRNG, and then each pixel along 
the traveling order is dealt with separately. For LSB 
replacement, the secret bit simply overwrites the LSB of the 
pixel, i.e., the first bit plane, are preserved. For the LSBM while 
the higher bit planes scheme, if the secret bit is not equal to 
the LSB of the given pixel, then 1 is added randomly to the 
pixel while keeping the altered pixel in the range of. In such 
away, the LSB of pixels along the traveling order will match 
the secret bit stream after data hiding both for LSB 
replacement and LSBM. Therefore, the extracting process is 
exactly the same for the two approaches. It first generates the 
same traveling order according to a shared key, and then the 
hidden message can be extracted correctly by checking the 
parity bit of pixel By using the relationship (odd–even 
combination) of adjacent pixels, the modification rate of pixels 
in LSBMR would decrease compared with LSB replacement 
and LSBM at the same embedding rate. What is more, it does 
not introduce the LSB replacement style asymmetry. Similarly, 
in data extraction, it first generates a traveling order by a 
PRNG with a shared key. And then for each embedding unit 
along the order, two bits can be extracted. The first secret bit 
is the LSB of the first pixel value, and the second bit can be 
obtained by  calculating the relationship between the two 
pixels as shown above. Our human vision is sensitive to slight 
changes in the smooth regions, while it can tolerate more 
severe changes in the edge regions. Several PVD-based 
methods have been proposed to enhance the embedding 
capacity without introducing obvious visual artifacts into the 
stego images. The basic idea of PVD based approaches is to 
first divide the cover image into many non-overlapping units 
with two consecutive pixels and then deal with the embedding 
unit along a pseudorandom order which is also determined by 
a PRNG. However, similar to the LSBM and LSBMR 
approaches, pixel pair selection is mainly dependent on a 
PRNG, which means that the modified pixels will still be 
spread around the whole stego image as illustrated . It is 
observed that many smooth regions will be altered inevitably 
after data hiding even when the difference between two 

consecutive pixels is zero (meaning the subimages are 
located over flat regions), while many available sharp edge 
regions have not been fully exploited. Most existing 
steganographic approaches usually assume that the LSB of 
natural covers is insignificant and random enough, and thus 
those pixels/pixel pairs for data hiding can be selected freely 
using a PRNG. However, such an assumption is not always 
true, especially for images with many smooth regions. The 
LSB planes of some image examples. It can be clearly 
observed that the LSB can reflect the texture information of 
the cover image to some extent. Based on extensive 
experiments, we find that uncompressed natural images 
usually contain some flat regions, and the LSB in those 
regions have the same values (1 or 0). Therefore, if we embed 
the secret message into these regions, the LSB of stego 
images would become more and more random, which may 
lead to visual and statistical differences between cover 
(contains flat regions/texture information) and stego images 
(appearing as a noise-like distribution) in the LSB plane. 
Compared with smooth regions, the LSB of pixels located in 
edge regions usually present more random characteristics, 
and they are statistically similar to the distribution of the secret 
message bits (assuming a 1/0 uniform distribution). Therefore, 
it is expected that fewer detectable artifacts and visual 
artifacts. would be left in the edge regions after data hiding. 
Furthermore, the edge information (such as the location and 
the statistical moments) is highly dependent on image content, 
which may make detection even more difficult. This is why our 
proposed scheme will first embed the secret bits into edge 
regions as far as possible while keeping other smooth regions 
as they are. 
 
3.  Proposed Method 

 
The flow diagram of our proposed scheme is illustrated, In the 
below figure. 
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the data embedding stage, the scheme first initializes some 
parameters, which are used for subsequent data 
preprocessing and region selection, and then estimates the 
capacity of those selected regions. If the regions are large 
enough for hiding the given secret message, then data hiding 
is performed on the selected regions. Finally, it does some 
post processing to obtain the stego image.  parameters, and 
then repeats region selection and capacity estimation until can 
be embedded completely. Please note that the parameters 
may be different for different image content and secret 
message . We need them as side information to guarantee the 
validity of data extraction. In practice, such side information (7 
bits in our work) can be embedded into a predetermined region 
of the image.  
In data extraction, the scheme first extracts the side 
information from the stego image. Based on the side 
information, it then does some preprocessing and identifies 
the regions that have been used for data hiding. Finally, it 

obtains the secret message according to the 

corresponding extraction algorithm. In this paper, we 

apply such a region adaptive scheme to the spatial LSB 

domain. We use the absolute difference between two 

adjacent pixels as the criterion for region selection, and 

use LSBMR as the data hiding algorithm. The details of 

the data embedding and data extraction algorithms are 

as follows.  
 

A. Data Embedding  

 

 Step 1: The cover image of size M×N is given as input and by 
the threshold value we are going to identify the edges 
 Step 2: According to the scheme of LSBMR, secret bits can 
be embedded into each embedding in to the edges. 
 Step 3: For security regions we are going to convert the      
secret image into the godalized number and then it is  
embedded into the edge pixel values 
Step 4: And finely it generates two files output image 
which contains secret 
 

B. Data Extraction 

 

To extract data, we first extract the side information, i.e., the 
block size and the threshold from the stego image. We block 
size then do exactly the same things as Step 1 in data 
embedding. blocks and the blocks. The stego image is divided 
into are then rotated by random degrees based on the secret 
key. The resulting image is rearranged as a row vector. Finally, 
into non overlapping we get the embedding units by dividing 
blocks with two consecutive pixels. We travel the embedding 
units whose absolute differences according to are greater than 

or equal to the threshold, until all pseudorandom order based 
on the secret key the hidden bits are extracted completely. For 
each qualified, unit extract the two secret bits . 
 

 

The results were shown in the table.  
 

Rate of 
Embeddin

g 

Steganographic 
scheme 

Avg. 
PSNR 

Avg. 
wPSN
R 

Av. Rate of 
modificatio
n 

10% LSB-
BASE
D 

LSBM 61.1 63.1 0.0500 

LSBM
R 

(62.2
) 

64.1 0.0375 

EDGE-
BASE
D 

PVD 51.5 56.3 0.0488 

IPVD 53.8 58.8 0.0490 

AE-
LSB 

52.0 56.1 0.0277 

HBC 61.1 68.9 0.0500 

PROPOSED 61.9 68.9 0.0386 

30% LSB-
BASE
D 

LSBM 56.4 58.4 0.1500 

LSBM
R 

57.4 59.4 0.1125 

EDGE-
BASE
D 

PVD 46.8 51.5 0.1465 

IPVD 49.0 54.0 0.1471 

AE-
LSB 

47.2 51.3 0.0831 

HBC 56.4 61.0 0.1500 

PROPOSED 56.8 60.8 0.1187 

50% LSB-
BASE
D 

LSBM 54.2 56.1 0.2500 

LSBM
R 

55.2 57.1 0.1875 

EDGE-
BASE
D 

PVD 44.5 49.3 0.2441 

IPVD 46.8 51.8 0.2452 

AE-
LSB 

45.0 49.1 0.1384 

HBC 54.2 57.4 0.2500 

PROPOSED 54.1 56.8 0.2422 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, an adaptive image steganographic  scheme in 
the spatial LSB domain is studied. As pointed out  earlier,  
there usually exists some smooth regions in natural images, 
which would cause the LSB of cover images not to be 
completely random or even to contain some texture 
information just like those in higher bit planes.  In most 
previous steganographic schemes, however, the pixel/pixel-
pair selection is mainly determined by a PRNG without 
considering the relationship between the characteristics of 
content regions and the size of the secret message to be 
embedded, which means that those smooth/flat regions 
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will be also contaminated by such a random selection scheme 
even if there are many available edge regions with good hiding 
characteristics. To preserve the statistical and visual features 
in cover images, we have proposed a novel scheme which can 
first embed the secret message into the sharper edge regions 
adaptively according to a threshold determined by the size of 
the secret message and the gradients of the content edges. 
The experimental results evaluated on thousands of natural 
images using different kinds of steganalytic algorithms show 
that both visual quality and security of our stego images are 
improved significantly compared to typical LSB-based 
approaches and their edge adaptive versions.  
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